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 When ancient stones like the Sphinx and the Nazca Lines appear to change and a mysterious “Sawan” (Unknown) appears on
television, a family from South Korea travels to Argentina to investigate. On the way, they witness the aftermath of a strange

volcanic eruption that destroys a nearby town. As they descend into the crypts below, they find they may have no choice but to
fight for survival against the people who worship “Sawan”. Movie title Where is the download Sawan Ko Aane Do movie (1979)

When ancient stones like the Sphinx and the Nazca Lines appear to change and a mysterious “Sawan” (Unknown) appears on
television, a family from South Korea travels to Argentina to investigate. On the way, they witness the aftermath of a strange

volcanic eruption that destroys a nearby town. As they descend into the crypts below, they find they may have no choice but to
fight for survival against the people who worship “Sawan”. The family is led by father Kim Jong-cheol (Jung Ho Min) and his

wife Chol-ja (Min Lee). They take their seven children, including Kim Hyun-woo (Park Hyung-chul). Under the guidance of an
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archaeologist, Kim Jong-cheol sends his children to the local museum to research the “Sawan” phenomenon. Kim Hyun-woo
(Park Hyung-chul) is the oldest, followed by son Kim Kyeong-hye (Kim Chul-ho) and daughters Kim Seong-hye (Lee Jung-

hyun) and Kim Mi-hyang (Lee Hye-kyung). The kids meet their mother’s older sister, Eun-soo (Park In-sun). Their grandmother
and uncle Ji-shin and her boyfriend Bong-seok (Park Sang-woo), and of course, Chang-geun (Lee Dong-gun) and his father Ki-
seok (Kim Sung-kwan), which later take them back to Korea. In the meantime, the family is reunited, but tensions flare between

the parents and children, especially when Chang-geun dies and Bong-seok disappears. Back home, Ji-shin and Chol-ja (Min
Lee) struggle to keep a normal life for their family. When the body of Chol- 82157476af
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